View on Life

• a (personal being): Being healthy
• b (social life): Friends and Family
• c (material poss.): Nice clothes, car, food
• d (work): Graduate Chem E; get good paying job
• e (rec.): Outdoors (golfing, camping, swimming)
• f (politics): Honest, non-corrupt
Technology benefitting Economy

- Quality of life can be directly related to unemployment
- Midland, PA
  - Sharp decline 70s-80s (closing of mill)
  - Shut down public high school in 1986
  - Pennsylvania Cyber Charter accepts students in 2000
  - Initially only expected Midland residents, but has expanded to 10,000+ students (PA only)
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http://www.pacyber.org/about.jsp?pageId=2161392240601291297846033
Hamdan ALmarzooqi

- Family.

- Sophomore Chemical Engineering student.
  - Minor.

- United Arab Emirates.

- Researches in PSU.

- Semi-conductor industry in UAE, Global Foundries.

- Chess.
Technology and Humanity

1. Relation.

2. Solving problems.
   - Safety. ie, workplace
   - Pollution. ie, H-Fuelcells.
   - Physical

3. Innovation.

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net
http://ubiquity.acm.org
The Economist.
PC Magazine
My Life
Cassandra Chen

- Sophomore in Chemical Engineering
- Philly
- Chinese
Health-care is improving in many ways due to the development of technology.

- Better treatment
  - Cancer
  - Vaccines
- Internet and television
  - More access and knowledge
  - Helping others globally
- Faster and more accessible
  - Organizing
  - Contacting
  - Helping
Resources


Team #7: Seth Kreider

- From Pennsburg, PA
- Family over everything
- Intended Major: Chemical Engineer
- Hobbies: Boxing, Basketball, Tennis
- I enjoy traveling and went to Norway over the Summer
Technology in Communication

• Cell Phones
  United States
  Phones: 327,577,529  People: 310,866,000
  Percent of phones to people: 103.9  June 2013

• Internet
  – Facebook
  – Twitter
  – Instagram
  – Email

• Benefits
  – Communication with friends around the world
    • Norway

Of course life is getting better with technology!!!